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Initiative Highlights

INITIATIVE
HIGHLIGHTS
Served 11,253 families in urban, rural and
tribal areas through various rural initiatives
Helped the livelihood of the marginalised
farmers by achieving a sale of `7,57,328/through the Income Generation Program

Provided doorstep service of artificial
insemination which led to the birth of 279 calves,
resulting in increased asset base of farmers
Planted about 14,760 mango grafts
(variety - Kesar) in rural areas of Raigad district

Vegetable cultivation done in about 92 acres in
villages around Taloja, thus increasing the
income of marginalised farmers

Participation of over 120 NGOs / SHGs /
Artisan stalls & over 6,395 footfalls achieved
at the Yellow Ribbon NGO & Artisan Fair

Efforts in Dairy Development Project led to the
production of 4,14,140 litres of milk during 2018-19

Trained over 267 beneficiaries in Vocational Skill
Development Program with 72% placements
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MESSAGE
FROM
FOUNDER
TRUSTEE

Ms. Parul S. Mehta
It is not enough to
be compassionate,
we must act. - Dalai Lama
From early on, I have been inclined to reach out to
those who need it most. And it is this inclination that
led to the creation of Ishanya Foundation (IsFon).
What started as a small project, has now
transformed into a thriving community that
re p re s e n t s i n c l u s i v e n e s s , s o l u t i o n s a n d
opportunities for all.
Since its inception in 2006, IsFon has strived to
tackle social issues that can create a fundamental
change in a country of over 1 billion people. With the
top 1% of our population advancing, and with the
help of internet, technology, science and culture,
there still remains a huge disparity among the rest of
the nation. If not addressed and corrected, this
disparity will only continue to grow. With this focus in
mind, Ishanya Foundation is centred around
uplifting the bottom of the pyramid. Through our
initiatives and outreach programs, we intend to
transform the majority of this country, which
comprises of unskilled, unemployed citizens into
employable and financially independent
individuals.
Since day one, IsFon has been committed to
uplifting of the underprivileged. IsFon has been
actively engaged in impactful, welfare-driven
activities in urban as well as rural India. Within the
last year alone, 11,253 families have benefitted from
the various community development initiatives
carried out by our foundation, and we hope to see
this number grow every year.
We follow a very systematic approach to our change
initiatives. Our team invests sufficient time in
conducting research in areas around our
manufacturing plants and offices. The objective of
this research is to collect primary and secondary
sources of information. The findings from this
research form the basis of our impact initiatives.
In urban areas, we carry out multiple vocational
training courses like Certificate Course in
Information Technology with Spoken English,
Financial & Accounting Course and Beautician

Course. These 3-5 months courses help and train
the youth to be able to apply and seek jobs in SMEs,
business houses and MNCs. We understand that
just basic training is not enough for the youth, so we
go a step further. To supplement our trainings, we
assign them mentors, train them in soft skills and
Spoken English as well as conduct mock interviews
to ensure their success and placements.
In rural areas, we work on a wide range of projects
with our farmers. The Wadi initiative, which converts
waste land into fertile sources of production is
already proving to be extremely successful.
Additionally, we also collaborate with farmers by
teaching them effective farming techniques like soil
testing, crop rotation, etc. This ensures that they get
a better yield and earn a higher income.
Another primary source of concern for our farmers is
the maintenance and up-keep of their cows. The
Dairy Project, we started in 2011 has now become
one of the most successful and profitable initiatives
for our farmers. Dairy management training,
vaccination, assistance in development of fodder
plots and doorstep service of artificial insemination
are all part of our Dairy Project.
To conclude, I would like to say that it has been a
great year filled with new milestones that serve as a
benchmark for the years to come. We will continue to
fulfill the dream of an empowered and equitable
India by building an inclusive network that seeks
resources, support and volunteers from the next
generation (by collaborating with colleges),
housewives (as mentors and volunteers) and
corporate houses (through donation and
collaboration) & use this help to uplift the people of
our country. We want to build an innovative and
inclusive ecosystem to catalyse financial and social
transformation in India.
I would like to thank our family, friends, stakeholders,
team members, brand ambassadors and
associates for their constant support. This would
hardly be possible without your continuous support
and dedication.
We look forward to constantly advancing in our
journey towards an empowered India.
Warm Regards,
Parul S. Mehta
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ABOUT
ISHANYA
FOUNDATION
Ishanya Foundation (IsFon) is a registered Trust under provision of The Bombay Public Trust Act, 1950. Its
areas of interest has been towards building a self-sufficient society. The guiding force behind IsFon's
initiatives is driven by creating opportunities for employability and entrepreneurship which can help the
beneficiaries lead a sustainable and respectful life.
IsFon has been driving social change by creating sustainable communities across various urban and rural
areas of Pune and Taloja in Raigad district of Maharashtra.

OUR PHILOSOPHY
We focus on urban as well as rural population from Pune and villages around Taloja who are uneducated,
from socially and economically weaker sections, and, dropouts from the school. This group is mostly
dependent upon their husbands or parents for their needs. IsFon initiatives are helpful for increasing the
confidence, social awareness, understanding and leadership qualities among them. Skill development,
enhancement of capabilities, improving their standard of living and livelihood, are important concerns
which we address. The aim of empowering lives, enabling livelihood and self-reliance of the people
around us receives the highest importance. We are keen to maintain a relationship of pride and not pity,
with our project beneficiaries. In the financial year 2018-19 by its various initiatives 11,253 families were
impacted.

INITIATIVES CONTINUE TO BE FOCUSED ON THESE AREAS:
Livelihood & Women Empowerment
Health
Education

Art & Culture
Community Development & Social Welfare

A picture tells a thousand words and the smiles we brought to the faces of the communities says it all
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VISION

VISION &
MISSION

To act as an effective catalyst in creating a self-reliant and
respectable societies, with secure and sustained means to
livelihood, through employable skills and resource support and
additionally, to promote and support the rich cultural heritage of
India.

MISSION
The mission for the identified society at large, shall be:
To identify the potential of and gaps in the economic and social support systems, so as to help
develop a sustained, self-reliant society with special emphasis on the youth, women & marginal
farmers
To undertake vocational skill and soft skill development initiatives enabling sustained and respectable
employment opportunities for leading a self-reliant life
To facilitate income generation programs of individuals / groups through alignment of skill
development with self-employment opportunities
To provide marketing and financial support to help enhance sustained income generation initiatives
To generate community development activities and promote self-help groups so as to improve the
living conditions of people through peoples' initiatives
To initiate activities and develop government / institutional linkages in community preventive /
corrective health facilities where needed
To undertake farmer skill building, soil / nutrient / agri-inputs / produce enhancement initiatives
To support performing arts among local communities for promotion of talent & cultural richness of
the society
To provide a much needed crisis support for unexpected calamities and disasters

We managed to help our societies become self-reliant and create their own happiness
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SUMMARY OF
ISHANYA
FOUNDATION
ACTIVITIES
No. of Families
impacted

Project Name

Major Activities

Wadi
& Health

Wadi - Vegetable, WRD, Training & Exposure
Eye & General Health

3,294

Women
Empowerment

Awareness Program

252

Dairy
Development

Dairy & Artificial Insemination

442

Health & Disaster

757

Community
Development &
Social Welfare

Vocational Skills
Development
with Health &
Education
(VSDHE)

Livelihood
Enhancement
Through
Entrepreneurship
Development
(LEED)

Vocational Skills Development, Health & Education

1,659

Income Generation Program, Muskaan,
YRNF - The Yellow Ribbon NGO & Artisan Fair

3,291

& Entrepreneurship

I-REACH

1,070

Art & Culture

Total
06

488

11,253

OUR REACH
(2018-19)

Wadi & Health

3,782
TOTAL
FAMILIES
IMPACTED

Women
Empowerment

252

11,253
I-REACH

Dairy
Development

1,070

442
Community
Development &
Social Welfare

757

VSD Health
and Education

1,659

Livelihood
Enhancement Through
Entrepreneurship
Development (LEED)

3,291
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URBAN
INITIATIVES PUNE CITY
Vocational Skills Development
with Health and Education (VSDHE)
Skill Based Vocational Training Programs prepare aspirants to work in various fields of trade. It provides
equal opportunity for employment and livelihood. After completion of the Course, the aspirants are
supported with employment to lead a sustainable livelihood. During the year about 172 students were
employed in various firms.
VSDHE uses various forms of formal, non-formal and informal learning which helps in achieving social
equality, inclusion and sustainable development. Some of the highlights of the program include
Life Skills and Values

Spoken English

Support for Placements

Soft Skills Training Programs

Internships (based on each course)
Placement

Exposure Visits

One-on-One Mentoring
Practical Oriented Training

Pick-up and Drop Facility

Digital Literacy

Financial Literacy

Tracking

Job Oriented Vocational Courses
Professional Beautician Course
& Art of Mehendi with Spoken English
IsFon provides training opportunities in beauty professions to vulnerable groups in order to help them
create livelihood opportunities, so that they do better in life.
The 5-month intensive Program provides practical skill training in beauty and hair care to the aspirants.
On completion of the Course, the student develops confidence to either work in beauty salons or start her
own Enterprise. Pragati Bhosale, one of our student who successfully completed her course has now
become a teacher for the professional beautician course.

Number
of Aspirants
Trained

123

Professional Beautician Course being conducted at IsFon

Sujata Sangle
Sujata, resident of Lohegaon, Pune joined the Professional Beautician Course at
IsFon. After completing the Course she started working at Dermabar Salon in
Koregaon Park.
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The spoken English & Personality Development class which is a part of the curriculum
boosted my confidence. My desire to work in a reputed salon and support my family has
been fulfilled. As a beginner, I started to earn `10,000/- per month plus incentives, which
makes my take home package lucrative. I am grateful to IsFon for helping me support in
my life.

Rajani Abasaheb Girhe
Rajani migrated from a remote village from Beed district of Maharashtra, and is now
residing at Wagholi, Pune. Due to her perseverance she completed her Beautician
Course at IsFon.
My husband the only breadwinner, works in a small firm with a monthly salary of
`13,000/- per month. Staying in a rented house and managing the daily expenses was a
difficult task for both of us. The beautician course at IsFon has helped me to get a job at
Urban Clap Beauty Company at Pune, in their home services section. I now earn
`30,000/- per month, and I feel proud of the fact that I can now contribute for the
well-being of my family.

Certificate Course in Information
Technology (CCIT) with Spoken English
The Certificate Course in IT with Spoken English was introduced with an objective to change the lives of the
underprivileged youth in our surrounding, by introducing digital knowledge. The Course duration is of 5
months, and is primarily designed to help the students learn the fundamentals in computers with spoken
English, which enables them to gain employment. Students, all the way from far flung areas like Katraj and
Alandi have joined this course.

Number of Aspirants Trained

Mr. G. Natarajan, Chief Guest at the
Valedictory function

90

Students learning their skills in computers

Rohit Mahadev Maske
Rohit stays with his Uncle at Jadhavnagar, Yerawada, Pune, while his family resides in
Mumbai in a rented place. His father is a daily wage earner while his mother works as a
maid. Rohit completed his CCIT Course with Spoken English and joined at the Citi
Bank branch at Koregaon Park as Data Entry Operator.
The CCIT with Spoken English Program was a great help to me. I learned useful tips and
techniques to improve my fluency in English speaking. During the 5-month course I got
an opportunity to interact with my co-students which helped in peer bonding and
developing team spirit. This is immensely helping me at my work place. My salary is now
`11,500/- per month.
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Sarika Mahajan
Sarika, is an ambitious girl from a small town in Jalna and is presently pursuing her
graduation degree from the Pune University. After completing her 12th, she joined
Engineering in a reputed Institute, but had to forego her education after her father's
untimely demise. After coming to Pune, she did not know what to do as she had no
formal degree with her.
I came to know from my friends that IsFon provides job oriented skill training programs
and I took courage and visited their office. The IsFon team members gave me a patient
hearing and guided me to join the CCIT course after which, it was a turning point in my
life. The course helped me acquire technical and management skills, which boosted my
confidence. I now work with 'New Edu Vision Consultancy' as an Admin Executive on a
monthly salary of `12,000/-. I assist in carrying out business transactions both nationally
and internationally. My work is very satisfying and enjoyable, and my dream has come
true as I am now financially independent.

Post Basic B.Sc. Nursing (P.B.B.Sc. Nursing)
(In Collaboration with Symbiosis)
P.B.B.Sc. Nursing is a 2-year Undergraduate Program conducted by Symbiosis College of Nursing
(SCON). Successful graduates of the Course are hired in renowned Multispeciality Hospitals.

P.B.B.Sc. Nursing students from
Symbiosis College of Nursing being
sponsored by IsFon

Number
of Aspirants
Trained

21

Sanchita Totre
Sanchita, has four members in her family. Her father works in a small company on a
monthly salary of `11,000/-, and her mother is a house wife. Unfortunately, Sanchita
met with an accident and became handicap.
Due to my financial problem, I was not able to pay my nursing course fees. I came to
know about scholarships being offered by IsFon. I applied for the scholarship and got
selected. Ishanya Foundation and Symbiosis College of Nursing helped me to complete
the course. Now I work with Cloud Nine Hospital, and draw a salary of `20,000/- per
month. I am proud to say that, I am financially independent, as I can support my family.
Thank you Ishanya Foundation!

Damini Rawale
Damini is GNM passed and resides in Mumbai. Her family consists of four members;
father, mother, brother and herself. Damini successfully completed her P.B.B.Sc.
Nursing.
My father is the only earning member and draws a salary of `15,000/- per month. The
P.B.B.Sc. course has changed my life. After completing the course, I joined Nanavati
Super Speciality Hospital in Mumbai as a staff nurse. My starting salary is `19,000/- per
month, and I am proud of the fact that, I can support my family.
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Diploma in Optometry
Diploma in Optometry is a 2-year Course conducted with the KK Eye Institute, Mumbai. Optometry is a
primary eye care profession. An optometrist will help evaluate a person's vision and help him find the right
spectacles, contact lenses and other optical aids. Apart from this, an optometrist can also perform
specialised tests to diagnose ocular diseases. As an optometrist, job opportunities can be sought in eye
hospitals, optical chains, and in leading multinational optical / contact lens companies.

Students undergoing training for Diploma in Optometry Course at the KK Eye Institute, sponsored by IsFon

Number of Aspirants Trained

5

Neeta Ghonge
Neeta, a resident of Raigad district, has four sisters and parents. Her father is the only
earning member with a salary of `6,000/- per month. She got the scholarship from
Ishanya Foundation and successfully completed the Optometrist Course.
I can say with conviction that, with hard work and determination, everything is possible.
After completing my Optometrist course I started working with Lenskart at a salary of
`17,000/- per month. I thank Ishanya Foundation and my family for encouraging me.
I am proud, that I can now pay the fees towards my sister's education.

Jyoti Khedkar
Jyoti's family consists of four members. Her father works in a firm at a salary of
`15,000/- per month. Unfortunately, her brother met with an accident and passed
away.
My brother had completed the same Course and therefore I decided to pursue it. I
applied for scholarship and got selected. I finished my Optometrist Course at the KK
Eye Institute with the help of Ishanya Foundation. I can never forget Ishanya Foundation
as it has played a major role in my life. Now, I am working for Dalavi Opticals at a salary of
`15,000/- per month which helps me to support my family.
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Financial & Accounting Course
Financial & Accounting Course teaches the fundamentals of accounting and finance practices. The
Course provides a basis of knowledge in accounting, tax preparation, and financial advising. It is a
3 -month Course conducted at IsFon in collaboration with Unique Skill Development Centre (USDC).

Number of Aspirants Trained

18

Dipali Ravikant Nagargoje
Dipali had done her HSC and resides in Chandan Nagar, Pune. Her family consist of
two sisters, brother and parents. Her father works in a private firm at a salary of
`15,000/- per month.
I successfully completed my Course in Financial & Accounting, and I am presently
working with the State Bank of India's card section at Viman Nagar, Pune, as a Data
Entry Operator. My starting salary is `15,000/- per month, and I feel elated as I can now
contribute for the welfare of my family.

Chandrashekhar Dhotre
Chandrashekhar, is a resident of Yerawada, Pune. His mother is the only earning
member in the family. He successfully completed the Financial & Accounting Course
at IsFon and is working with Amul, as a Junior Accountant.
Because of the Financial & Accounting Course at Ishanya Foundation, I was able to get
a good job. I am thankful to Ishanya Foundation for conducting such skill based
education courses, which will benefit many youth like me. I feel satisfied, as I can
support my family.

Job Mela
About 103 job aspirants participated in the Job Mela organised by the foundation. Seven companies in
different trades were present to interview the candidates in the BPO, Back Office, Housekeeping, Security
and Beauty sector. Aspirants bagged jobs for various positions in these sectors.
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SOFT SKILL
TRAINING

Having a qualification is not enough. One needs to know,
understand and communicate in English. It goes without saying,
that English has become a pre-requisite for anyone who wishes to
get a job and excel in it. Therefore, IsFon has introduced English
Speaking and Soft Skill Classes for the aspirants who are
undergoing skill based training courses. Being conversant with
English language, will help them to fetch better opportunities in
the job market.

Personal Development Training class being conducted for all the aspirants at IsFon by Global Talent Tract Pvt. Ltd.

Mentorship
All students who are undergoing the vocational training course are counselled every Thursday at the
Foundation office. Each student has a one-on-one meeting with his / her mentor. They give a patient
hearing to the personal problems of the students. The mentors provide guidance, motivation and
emotional support to the mentee. In the mentorship initiative, the spouses of our employees play a vital role
thus, impacting the engagement levels of the employees.

Mahila Melawa
Mahila Melawa an annual gathering organised for all beneficiaries associated with IsFon under the various
projects. This event helps to create an informal platform to interact with the IsFon team, Founder Trustee,
Ms. Parul Mehta, and the well-wishers of the Foundation. The students enthusiastically put up dance and
skit performances.
During this informal gathering, the beneficiaries were given an opportunity to share their knowledge and
benefits of employability, which helped in motivating other students.

Students performing Skit & Dance during Mahila Melawa
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Pathology Lab
Most of the diseases originate from the slums and early diagnosis is the key to control and cure them. Most
of underprivileged are unable to bear the high cost of diagnostic tests thereby making the illness more
complicated. It is important that the benefits of the advances in medical science reach all sections of the
society - especially the underprivileged. Hence, IsFon started a collection centre for pathological
investigations at its office through a tie-up with N M Medicals. It serves as a convenient and resourceful
collection center for patients to avail diagnostic services, at a very minimal cost.

Blood samples for pathological investigation being
collected by the technician

Patients Covered

607

Health Check-up Camps
As a part of the commitment of IsFon towards society, health check-up camps are organised periodically at
the Foundation, and in the local communities around Pune city. These health camps are conducted jointly
with Aundh Government Hospital, KK Eye Institute and Symbiosis College of Nursing, for check-ups in
Gynaecology, Ophthalmology, Orthopedics and General Complaints. Patients, who cannot enjoy the
privilege of expensive medical services, avail the benefit of these check-up camps. Screening of the
patients are done by the doctors and medicines are provided free of cost to all.

General Health Check-up Camp being organised at Yerawada, Jadhav Nagar in collaboration with Aundh Government Hospital
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Students of P.B.B.Sc. Nursing from SCON assisting in
General Health Check-up at IsFon

Patients being screened for refraction error
at IsFon by the KK Eye Hospital

426

Patients Covered

Camps Organised

3

Education Initiative
Initiatives which are based on communities usually have a widespread effect. They not only help to
transform the communities in which the initiatives are carried out, but they can act as trial ground to have
similar programs elsewhere. Education initiative is a program that support students from standard 1st to
10th. Tuition in all the subjects are provided, so that students are encouraged, and not give up their
education half way. Under the initiative, special focus is given to difficult subjects like Mathematics,
English and Science. The initiative is carried out at Parnakutti Nagar in Yerawada, Pune in collaboration
with Surajya, and about 60 students enrolled and availed the services.

Students at the tuition class at Parnakutti Nagar, Yerawada
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YELLOW
RIBBON
NGO &
ARTISAN FAIR

The Yellow Ribbon NGO & Artisan Fair (YRNF) is an annual event
organised to support grassroot level NGOs. Over 120 NGOs /
SHGs and Artisans supporting the various causes of the society,
from Maharashtra, Gujarat, Orissa, West Bengal, Karnataka,
Bihar, Himachal Pradesh, Rajasthan and Delhi participated in the
four-day exhibition.

The Fair showcased handpicked items from the 120 NGOs from across the country, offering rich collection
of Indian handicrafts by way of weaves and artifacts directly from the craftsmen.
YRNF, over the years, has transformed into a platform showcasing repository of folklore, cultural traditions
and skilled craftsmanship, providing the artisans an access to the urbane audience.
Consumers buy organic food for the perceived environmental and health benefits. However, farmers are
unable to fetch a better price, as they have to sell their produce through traders, who earn good margins for
themselves. Hence this year, IsFon took special efforts to contact farmers and stalls were set up for their
organic pulses. This provided an opportunity for the farmers to have a direct contact with the end
consumers, and gain better margins for their produce.
The event staged at Creaticity, (formerly Ishanya Mall), was supported by NABARD and CONRAD
Hospitality Partner.

NGOs / SHGs / Artisan Stalls

120

Sales Turnover of Participating Stall Holders

Footfalls

6,395

`55
Lacs

Inauguration Ceremony by Chief Guest Mrs. Tina Ambani, Former Bollywood actress, Mrs. Parul S. Mehta,
Trustee - IsFon, Mr. Pramod Jagtap, Associate Director - IsFon & Mr. M. Mahesh, CEO - Creaticity

Dignitaries seen with volunteers & staff at the IsFon stall
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Jewellery being displayed at YRNF 2018

Organic Pulses displayed at the YRNF stalls

Tribal vegetables being displayed at YRNF 2018

Training program on Financial Literacy was conducted
by Disha Trust for all the participating stall holders

Cash award being handed over to winners by Ms. Zeenat Aman, Bollywood actress,
Ms. Parul S. Mehta, Founder Trustee - IsFon, (Extreme left) and Mr. Srinivasula, DGM - NABARD, (3rd from left) and
Ms. Usha Kakade (3rd from right), at the Closing Ceremony
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LIVELIHOOD
ENHANCEMENT
THROUGH
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
DEVELOPMENT
(LEED)
Muskaan
Muskaan initiative is started by IsFon, to empower financially challenged women. It uses the age-old
tradition of 'reuse & recycle', where the deserving underprivileged get access to good quality, donated,
branded garments, which they would normally not be able to purchase, thus instilling a sense of dignity in
the buyers.
This initiative helps to boost recycling rate of the used clothes and reduce needless waste to landfills thus,
supporting the environment. Women who are from the underprivileged section of the society and who are
middle-aged have very few options to gainfully earn. The Muskaan project started by IsFon is a flexible
model which provides good opportunities to these middle-aged women to earn and improve their quality
of life.
Brand Ambassadors of IsFon collect pre-owned garments and accessories periodically on behalf of the
Foundation. These garments are then checked for quality and usability by the team at the Foundation and
sold by the Muskaan Parees in the local communities, leading hospitals, at very nominal prices, thus
enabling them to earn a secondary source of income.
In response, to the Muskaan project leading corporates from Pune including Cybage and DFPCL are
stepping up the recycling initiatives, which allows their employees to drop off unwanted clothes for reuse.

Total Sale of Garments

`2,51,270/-

Muskaan Stall at Basti
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Income Generation Program Handcrafted For A Cause
The Income Generation Program (IGP) activity conducted by IsFon supports financially challenged
women in Pune from communities of Viman Nagar, Yerawada, Wadgaon Sheri, Vishrantwadi and Nagar
Road. These women who are already trained in tailoring and cutting, are imparted special skills to make
exquisite handcrafted products that redefines their social standing, giving them economic freedom and
self-confidence. By imparting training in essential earning skills, IsFon is helping these women evolve into
self-assured, economically independent individuals.

Sale of IGP products

`7,57,328/-

Income generation by ladies

`2,84,966/-

Training being imparted by IGP Co-ordinator for
making cloth bags at IsFon

Product range of IGP

Exquisite handcrafted products under IGP Program
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Entrepreneurship Development
While many of the aspirants dream to have their own businesses, they find it difficult to set it up and run it
with ease. Access to marketing skills, finance to purchase related equipment, exposure to market and
poor entrepreneurship capacities become a stumbling block for their business to grow.
IsFon has taken a step further in this direction to co-create solutions with the community and to empower
entrepreneurs with tools to master their own destinies.
IsFon supported eight aspirants by providing them handcarts and weighing scales to sell fruits and
vegetables, beauty equipments like parlour chairs and head steamers, so that they can start their
business.

Juice Paree
§

About 12 women were trained
by National Institute of
Naturopathy for making fresh
vegetable juices like Amla,
Wheatgrass, Carrot, Cucumber,
Beetroot etc. leading towards
income generation.

§

These women now, put up their
stalls in various companies
serving fresh vegetable juices
boosting a healthy lifestyle
amongst the employees.

Fresh vegetable juice being served at DFPCL

Entrepreneurship Development - YRNF
Jewellery Making: Support was given to 5 deaf
and mute women through training of Jewellery
making in collaboration with Nirmalya Trust. About
658 sets of Jewellery were made and approx.
`2 Lacs was earned by the women as income,
through participation in various exhibitions.
Pocket Square for Gift Hampers: An award
winning artisan, M Khatri at YRNF was supported
with making pocket squares which were used in
the gift hamper bags.
Hand Pound Spices: With the advent of electric
mixers and grinders, few spend their time and
Training in progress for making jewellery sets for women from
energy
to make and use hand pound spices.
Nirmalya Trust supported by IsFon
While the action of electric mixers produce heat
and alters the taste drastically, hand pound spices causes the individual cells to burst and produce a much
stronger fragrance and aroma than in a mixer. It keeps the natural taste and flavour intact. To support this
much forgotten traditional method, IsFon took the initiative to support the Mahila Bachat Gat at the YRNF
who sell hand pound spices. With minimal education and skills, the women find it difficult to market their
products. At the YRNF, IsFon helped them to market their product in support of their micro
entrepreneurship development. Spices worth `30,000/- were sold during the exhibition period. Besides,
they developed good contacts with the end consumers for repeat orders, thus improving their income and
quality of life.
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Eco-friendly Cow Dung Pots
In nurseries and at homes, conventionally plastic pots or cement pots are used to grow the plant saplings.
The disadvantage of the pots being not bio-degradable and nil porosity. In comparison to these, cow dung
pots are eco-friendly, and completely biodegradable, and fertile. The water absorption rate of the pots is
very slow and therefore prevent leaching of nutrients.
IsFon has supported the innovative idea of making cow dung pots for nurseries, and for other decorative
purposes. Marginalised farmers are trained by achieving optimum combination of mixers, of cow dung,
and other natural binders to make sturdy pots which are resistant to pest. The money earned by selling the
cow dung pots become a secondary source of income to the marginalised farmers which helps them in
supporting their families.

I-Reach
I-Reach was conceived with a core objective to protect, preserve and promote India's heritage of music,
art, theatre and other performing arts.
Like-minded individuals who appreciate and support such activities benefit from these events which also
gives upcoming artists a platform to perform and to be known to the audience. About 1,070 upcoming
artists benefitted from this initiative.

Dance performance at Creaticity by Rujuta Soman
Cultural Academy

Vocal Music Workshop by renowned singer
Ms. Mrunmayee Pathak being conducted at IsFon

Name of Event

Dates

Kathak Workshop (Rhythm & Grace by Rujuta Soman Cultural Academy)

26th - 29th Jul’ 18

Vocal Musical Workshop (Sounds of Serenity by Mrunmayee Phatak)

3rd - 4th Sept’ 18

Theatre Play (Guards At The Taj)

16th Dec’ 18

The Courtesan Project (Sufi Kathak Foundation by Manjari Chaturvedi)

23rd Feb’ 19

Theatre Two Adorable Losers

2nd Mar’ 19

Dance Competition-8-Dance School-38 Students (War of Dance Schools)

16th Mar’ 19
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RURAL
INITIATIVES TALOJA

Ishanya Foundation has been actively engaged in impactful,
welfare-driven rural activities covering over 47 villages,
19 hamlets in Panvel and Ambarnath region of Raigad and
Thane district respectively. Out of the total number of 47
villages, 8 villages have 100% of tribal population who live
below the poverty line, and belong to marginalised, vulnerable
sections of society. The rural initiatives of IsFon are well
planned with strategic direction and their thrust areas are
Dairy, Wadi, Health and Women Empowerment.

Wadi
IsFon's Wadi initiative aims to convert wasteland into productive forestry plantation and orchard (WADI)
through soil and water conservation as well as water resource development, in order to provide secondary,
sustainable sources of income. This is being achieved by helping the tribal and other rural families to
develop integrated farming systems comprising of horticulture and agriculture, which enables them to
earn a substantial livelihood over a long-term period. The Wadi initiative has been carried out in 16 villages
and 6 hamlets out of which 8 are 100% tribal villages while others have a mix population.
The activities include:
§

Mobilisation of community through promotional meetings and exposure

§

Selection & verification of beneficiaries

§

Plantation of fruit & forestry trees

§

Cultivation of suitable improved intercrops both for food, and for cash incomes, wherever possible

§

Capacity building of beneficiaries

§

Development of model plot, so as to create awareness about cost effective farming techniques, new
introduction of crops, and diversified farming techniques.

Tribal couples with fruit bearing mango trees

Total no. of mangoes planted:

22

14,760

Survival rate:

93.93%

Acres:

247

Families covered:

488

Villages & hamlets covered:

16 villages & 06 hamlets

Total income from vegetable sales:

`88.62 Lacs

No. of farmers supported for vegetable cultivation:

276

Mrs. Parul Mehta, Founder Trustee, IsFon, at the farms with
Wadi beneficiaries

A tribal woman displaying bumper crop yield by deploying
best cultivation practices through IsFon

Success Story
Mr. Balu Goma Vara & Ms. Mahadhi Balu Vara of Yelmar Village, Panvel taluka, Raigad district participated
in the Wadi project in 2014. They have a total number of 30 mango trees. They practiced effective farming
techniques taught by the IsFon team, and as a result, the trees remain healthy during the year. About 18
trees have yielded mangoes. Mr. Balu and Ms. Mahadhi have two sons and claim the following.
Our wadi helped us to increase our annual income by `11,250/-. From the wasteland, we could sell
about 75 kgs of mangoes and consumed over 20 kgs for ourselves. The IsFon team encouraged us
from time to time. They supported us in the water resource development, soil conservation, plant
nutrition & protection and other cultivation practices.

Activity:

Wadi Program

Name of participant:

Mr. Balu Goma Vara & Ms. Mahadhi Balu Vara

Year of participation:

2014

Village:

Yelmar

Taluka:

Panvel

District:

Raigad

Participant profile:

2 sons

Wadi yield of the year:

2018-19

No. of fruit trees:

18

Home consumption qty.:

20 kgs.

Sold qty.:

75 kgs.

Total harvested qty.:

95 kgs.

Total income:

`11,250/-
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Success Story
Mr. Ananta Rama and Ms. Gomi Ananta Vara resident of Yelmar village in Panvel, district Raigad did
cultivation of Bottle Gourd by developing their 5 R land. Life has certainly changed for them over a period
of 3 years.
The Wadi project helps to promote sustainable
livelihoods for our tribal communities and thus
enhance our income security. Our land
holdings are very small and the project helps to
reap harvest in short durations during the year.
Ours was an uncultivable land and we were
given basic knowledge of farming. The project
has helped many of our tribal families to solve
livelihood problems in our hamlet.

Thanks to Wadi Project of IsFon,
as the project has changed our
lives. Our cultivated area was 4 R
and due to better agricultural
practices, we got an average
yield of 2,160 kgs. Our average
income has gone up by `32,400/with the bottle gourd plantation.

Name of participant:
Year of participation:
Village:
Taluka:
District:
Participant profile:
Land:
Vegetable crop:
Plantation season:
Cultivation area:
Average yield:
Average income:

Mr. Ananta Rama & Ms. Gomi Ananta Vara
2016
Yelmar
Panvel
Raigad
1 son & 1 daughter, no education
1.5 acres
Bottle Gourd
Winter
4R
2,160 kgs.
`32,400/-

Success Story
Mr. Goma Hiru Bhala and Ms. Raami Goma Bhala
resident of Hedutne village in Panvel, district
Raigad carried out Cucumber cultivation on 5 R of
land. Earlier they were cultivating vegetables in a
small area. After realising the income benefit from
vegetable cultivation, they took land on lease in
other villages for this activity. They have
undertaken cucumber cultivation for the past 3
years, and are happy of its outcome.

When the IsFon team approached us,
we were hesitant initially. We were
convinced when they showed us the
model plot. Due to the Cucumber
plantation our average income shot
up to ` 39,600/- and average yield to
1,980 kgs.
Agricultural guidance was provided
by the IsFon team, who visited us
regularly. Help in terms of seed and
packages of practices were provided
by them. Due to the additional income
generated by vegetable cultivation,
we can now take better care of our
son who is in the 9th standard and our
two daughters in 4th and 7th standard.
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Activity:
Name of participant:
Year of participation:
Village:
Taluka:
District:
Participant profile:
Land:
Vegetable crop:
Plantation season:
Cultivation area:
Average yield:
Average income:

Vegetable cultivation
Mr. Goma Hiru Bhala &
Ms.Raami Goma Bhala
2016
Hedutne
Panvel
Raigad
1 son 9th std. & 2 daughters 4th & 7th std.
1 acre
Cucumber
Winter
5R
1,980 kgs.
`39,600/-

Kitchen Garden
Kitchen gardens are designed as nutrition-based cultivation model in homestead land, in villages around
Taloja. In addition to increasing the income of marginalised farmers, kitchen gardens also help to provide a
nutritious diet. Vegetables are cultivated in rotation, ensuring availability of different types of vegetables to
them.
Seasonal Kitchen Garden: 600 nos.
Vegetable seed provided: 8 types

Success Story

Mr. Ram Namdev Bonde & Ms. Ravita Ram Bonde from Shirvali village, Panvel taluka, Raigad district with their kitchen garden

Kitchen garden activity by IsFon gave a practical solution and provided all the help to grow my own
nutrient-rich food to reduce malnutrition and improve the quality of life. IsFon taught us the best
practices for gardening and composting.
Activity:

Kitchen Garden

Name of participant:

Mr. Ram Namdev Bonde & Ms. Ravita Ram Bonde

Year of participation:

2014

Village:

Shirvali

Taluka:

Panvel

District:

Raigad

Participant profile:

2 sons in 2nd std. & 7th std. & 1 daughter, no education

Land:

1 acre

Name of seed type:

Ashgourd Chilly, Brinjal, Beans, Dolichols, Bhindi

Home consumption qty.:

64 kgs.

Sold qty.:

18 kgs.

Total harvested qty.:

82 kgs.

Total income:

`1,320/-

Gram Swachta Abhiyan
Gram Swachta Abhiyan is an innovative initiative
based exclusively on community participation.
IsFon undertook this activity to eradicate an
unhealthy atmosphere by adopting healthy
practices at household and community levels. The
high appreciation across the state has made it
successful. Through its campaign launched in
Kanpoli and Khairne villages of Panvel Taluka, it
brought a positive culture of cleanliness.

Gram Swachhata Abhiyan: 2 nos.
Cleanliness drive being carried out in support of the
Gram Swachta Abhiyan
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HEALTH
CAMPS

Access to health care and health services are the fundamental
requirements for achieving the UN Millennium Development
Goals. During the year, IsFon undertook several health camps in
villages around Taloja to bring health care to the doorsteps of the
rural people. These camps provide free consultancy and those
patients who require further treatment are referred to MGM
Hospital, Kalamboli, Panvel. Free medicines were distributed to
the patients during the health camps.

IsFon, jointly with Laxmi Charitable Trust, organised several dedicated eye check-up programs by
providing screening, diagnosis and surgery assistance to patients suffering from cataract. Free
spectacles were also provided to patients during the eye check-up camps in Taloja MIDC region. In order
to detect eye related ailment in children, such eye check-up camps were also organised in schools free of
cost.

General Health Camps

Eye Camps

School Screening

General health camp being conducted in
the local community

4

1,019 patients screened
78 patients referred for further treatment

3

691 patients screened
151 detected with cataract
116 cataract operations done
289 spectacles distributed

4

1,416 patients screened
59 patients referred for further treatment
24 spectacles distributed

Children being screened for eye related
ailments in schools around Taloja

Villager availing the service at the health
camp organised by IsFon

Testimonial
Ms. Dwarkabai Pawashe is 69 years old. She lives all by herself. Her livelihood is dependent on stitching of
clothes and by working on daily wage basis in farms. Two months back she was suffering from severe
visual impairment due to cataract and it was difficult for her to continue work.
I was unable to bear the
expenses for the operation and
was therefore helpless. I came
to know about the eye camp
organised by IsFon in my village
and availed the services. I was
diagnosed of cataract and was
successfully operated. I am now
back to work. I have all praise
for IsFon for bearing all my
expenses.
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Hygiene Campaign
As per research washing hands with soap at five critical times in a day can reduce the incidence of
infections like diarrhea and pneumonia significantly. Through the hand wash campaign, IsFon seeks to
change hygiene behaviors to help improve the health and well-being of the rural areas. It conducted hand
wash awareness programs in anganwadi and schools, in collaboration with Sundara Foundation. Free
soaps were distributed to the shool children, which were made by the Sundara Foundation.

No. of villages covered

No. of students covered

7

No. of schools & anganwadis covered

1,092

Children proudly displaying the soaps distributed by the
Sundara Foundation

No. of women covered

425

10
(tribal family)

School children taking an oath during a hand wash campaign

Pad Paree
Menstruation is a natural and biological phenomenon common to all primates. Yet, the societal
acceptance and perception of the menstrual cycle can often be very negative. This negative mind-set
continues to feed into the many complex challenges that impact adolescent girls and women and their
overall menstrual hygiene.
About 70% of all reproductive diseases in India are caused by poor menstrual hygiene. It can also affect
maternal mortality. IsFon's ‘Pad Paree' activity aims to improve the health and hygiene of adolescent girls
and women in rural areas.
In view of the above, IsFon during the year, increased awareness to break out of the cycle of ignorance and
taboos. With the help of 14 Pad Parees, over 10 villages were covered and over 1,420 sanitary napkins
were distributed.

No. of Pad Parees

14

No. of beneficiaries

999

No. of awareness sessions
(57 women covered)

No. of sanitary
napkins distributed

2

No. of villages
covered

10

1,420

Awareness session on
menstrual hygiene being
conducted by IsFon
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DAIRY
DEVELOPMENT
PROJECT

Areas covered: 39 Villages & 15 Hamlets of Panvel (Raigad
District) and Ambarnath Taluka (Thane District)

Dairy Project remains a key focus area of IsFon under its rural initiatives for small / marginalised / landless
labourers in Panvel and Ambarnath talukas of Raigad and Thane district respectively. The diary project
aims at enhancing milk production and, increasing the dairy farm productivity. Hence this project provides
an opportunity for the farmers to earn about `8,000/- to `12,000/- on an average per month through sale of
milk and cow dung.
The project provides holistic support in the form of dairy management training, vaccination, assistance in
development of fodder plots and artificial insemination.
The program for genetic improvement of cross breed cows, through artificial insemination, in order to
produce high yielding crossbred progenies, is implemented under this project. Since its inception, the
number of artificial inseminations facilitated is over 2,768 and pregnancy diagnosed in 1,487 cases.

Total milk produced:
Milk consumed by calf:
Milk consumed at home:
Milk sold:
Additional income through sale of milk:
Cow dung produced:
No. of AI during the year.:
No. of pregnancy diagnosis during the year:
No. of calving during the year:

4,14,440 lit.
54,080 lit.
78,660 lit.
2,81,700 lit.
`97,21,740/92.56 MT
735
431 (+ve 362, -ve 69)
279 (M-142, F-137)

Ms. Parul Mehta, Founder Trustee, IsFon, seen with Mr. Shivaji Tatre & Ms. Boyabai Tatre, with their cow dung pots
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Success Story
Name of participant:

Ms. Anita Rohidas Patil, Mr. Rohidas Harishchandra Patil

Village:

Kumbarli, Taluka: Ambarnath, District: Thane

Family profile:

2 sons & 1 daughter, all pursuing their education

Land:

2 acres

Asset created:

2 female calves (approx. value `10,000/-)

Average milk per day:

20 lit. and income per month: `18,000/-

Ever since we became a part of the Dairy Project of IsFon, the subsidiary income that the project
fetched was very helpful for us. The project occupied us all through the year, as farming keeps us
busy only during specific seasons. The IsFon team assisted us in the animal health care,
housekeeping of the cattle shed, periodic vaccination, and primary treatment. Our monthly income
increased by `18,000/- because of which we are able to sustain our family and educate our children.

Name:
Village:
Taluka:
District:
Family profile:
Total land:
Asset created:
Average milk per day:
Income per month:

Ms. Samita Sagar Mhatre &
Mr. Sagar Tukaram Mhatre
Mhatrepada
Ambarnath
Thane
1 daughter 2 months old
1 acre
1 male calf, 1 female calf
(approx. value `15,000/-)
14 lit.
`16,800/-

IsFon team has always worked for the betterment of marginal farmers like us in our area. Before we
could be a part of this project, we had a difficult time meeting our daily expenses. Through the dairy
project IsFon has created a positive environment for us. They organised training on scientific
methods of dairy farming which proved beneficial. Awareness on cow health care, first aid,
deworming, vaccination, medicine and cultivation of green fodder for animals was created by them.
This resulted in the increase of dairy farm productivity.
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VOCATIONAL
TRAINING

Skill enhancement through various training programs such as
Tailoring Courses and Optometry Courses were initiated by
IsFon. These activities created a positive impact on the
aspirants, by providing them financial stability and inclusivity
within the community.

Beneficiaries of
tailoring course

Beneficiaries of
optometry course

Success Story

48
7

Activity:
Name of participant:
Village:
Taluka:
District:
Participant profile:

Tailoring basic course
Ms. Sanjana Ashok Lad
Pale Kh.
Panvel
Raigad
Husband + 2 children, landless family,
husband - driver
Course duration:
3 months basic & 3 months advance
Support given:
Tailoring basic course, repairing of
machine & advance designing course
Average monthly income: `5,500/Annual income:
`66,000/-

I thank IsFon for giving me an opportunity to undergo tailoring training. It is a very good initiative as it helps
women like me to become self-employed. With my additional income, I could purchase necessary home
appliances and assist in the upkeep of my family.

Activity:
Name of participant:
Village:
Taluka:
District:
Year of support:
Name of course:

B.Sc. Optometry Course
Ms. Sunita Vamanrao Rasave
Khanda Colony
Panvel
Raigad
2015-17
Opthalmic Technician (3 years) at
Laxmi College of Optometry

Name of placement
Organisation:
Laxmi Charitable Trust, Panvel
Designation:
Opthalmic Technician
Monthly salary:
`9,500/-

I am thankful to IsFon for selecting me under their Sponsorship Program. The Course helped me enhance and
develop job specific skill sets. The Course has opened doors for me in the vast eye care sector.
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COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT &
SOCIAL WELFARE
No Plastic Campaign
More than 15,000 tonnes of plastic waste is generated in India every day. Plastic bags are a great danger to
our oceans and environment. They create serious consequences for the ecosystem, marine animals and
mankind. Almost 100% of this pollution is man-made and can be reduced.
IsFon undertook an awareness drive to educate the local community about the impact of plastic on the
environment and to instill behavioural change. Engaging the local community is necessary as they can
help tackle environmental challenges. The initiative 'No to plastic bags' is just one step towards
sustainability of our planet and is crucial for the future generations.

School children enthusiastically creating awareness of the
pollution monster (plastic bags) so as to save the environment

Cloth bags being distributed to school children

Donation for Disaster Relief
When natural disasters strike, it can be overwhelming to think about how one can make a difference.
Individuals, families or even entire communities lose everything after being hit by a devastating cyclone,
flood or a landslide. Climate-related natural disasters are increasing in frequency and severity. Raigad
district is prone to various natural disasters like floods, falling of rock boulders, cyclone in areas near the
sea and to other man-made disasters. Monetary donations are flexible and provide for culturally beneficial
support, and they can be used immediately in response to a crisis. IsFon has responded to the
humanitarian aid effort appealed by the Raigad District Collector Dr. Vijay Suryavanshi by donating
`5 Lacs.
Relief fund will be used by the District Collector to
procure relief supplies, providing first aid and
employing of manpower among others.

From L to R: Mr. Sagar Pathak, District Disaster
Management Officer, Dr. Vijay Suryavanshi, District
Collector, Raigad, Mr. Santram Chalvad, General
Manager, DFPCL, Mr. Pramod Jagtap, Associate Director,
Ishanya Foundation
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FEMINA 9th Nov', 18 issue

PRESS
CLIPPINGS
SAKAL TIMES 6th Oct' 18 issue

PUDHARI 8th Feb' 19 issue
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MAHARASHTRA TIMES 6th Oct' 18 issue

INDIAN EXPRESS 6th Oct' 18 issue

TIMES OF INDIA 6th Oct' 18 issue

PUNE MIRROR 6th Oct' 18 issue

HINDUSTAN TIMES 5th Oct' 18 issue
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COLLABORATIONS
Dept. of Animal Husbandry, Panvel

Naralkar Institute

Department of Agriculture, Panvel

Bapu Trust

Laxmi Charitable Trust, Panvel

KK Eye Hospital

Laxmi College of Optometry, Panvel

MITCON

Dr. G D Pol Foundations YMT Homeopathic
Medical College, Kharghar, Navi Mumbai

USDC
Sahasee

MGM Hospital, Kalamboli
Surajya Foundation
Sundara Foundation, Mumbai
NABARD
Spherule Foundation, Pune
Rudra NGO
Association of We Clubs of India,
New Panvel
Sankalp Taru Foundation, Pune

Eco Warriors
VNWA (Viman Nagar
Women Association)

Symbiosis College of Nursing
Brahma Sun City, Pune
Akshara Anubhuti Foundation
Global Talent Track
Kohinoor Technical Institute
Disha Trust
Smile
Nirmalya Trust
Seva Sahayog Foundation
N M Medical
Aundh Govt. Hospital
Pune City Connect
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ISHANYA
FOUNDATION
TEAM

Ishanya Foundation Team with Ms. Parul Mehta, Founder Trustee, IsFon

THANK YOU!
Ishanya Foundation received an overwhelming support and response from
Well-wishers, Donors, Partnering Agencies, Collaborators, Brand Ambassadors and
Corporates.
We take this opportunity to thank each one of you for your donations and giving your
valuable time. Your continuous encouragement has helped us provide lasting support in
areas of Livelihood & Women Empowerment, Health, Education, Art & Culture and
Community Development & Social Welfare. Collectively we would continue our joint
commitment of socio-economic change, in our endeavour of innovative and impactful
initiatives to make a noteworthy mark sustainable impact to our aspirants.
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AN APPEAL

ALONE WE CAN
DO SO LITTLE;
TOGETHER WE CAN
DO SO MUCH.
- Helen Keller

There is so much suffering all around; so many underprivileged people in need of
food, clothing, healthcare and money for the other necessities of life. The scale is too
huge to be tackled independently. So come, let us join hands to give a helping hand
in the following areas:
· Donate pre-owned garments
· Sponsor a student
· Sponsor a cataract operation & spectacles
· Sponsor towards health camp
· Support to landless & marginalised farmers
· We value your time and skills. For a rewarding experience, you can be a
volunteer, a trainer or a mentor
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ON YOUR SPECIAL DAY, DO SOMETHING SPECIAL FOR THOSE IN NEED.
Sponsor one or more of these activities on special occasions like Birthdays, Wedding
Anniversary of your loved ones, so as to ensure a brighter future for the less privileged.
All donations to Ishanya Foundation are exempted from Income Tax under section 80G of
Income Tax Act.
For more details, please contact:
Ishanya Foundation
Ms. Ratika Khenat
Motilal Talera Centre, 232, Plot No. 33, Sakore Nagar, Lane No. 10, New Airport Road,
Opp. Mint Hotel IVY, Viman Nagar, Pune - 411 014. Tel.: +91-20-4120 3293.
It is our sincere appeal to all Business Houses, Corporates and Individuals to extend their
support. Every step you make to support our cause, brings a smile to one more face.
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